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The uptake of this magazine has been quite astonishing. 
For example: we delivered ten copies to each of the 
embassies in Manila and they immediately asked for 

twenty more; and, when we delivered to water sports outlets 
in Boracay, Puerto Galera and Davao the first reaction was, 
“Wow! Finally something for our sport!”

This buzz tells me that as we approach 2011, water sports 
equipment sales activity is poised to balloon. Finally, it seems, 
the Philippines has discovered the water and is lapping it up. 

Whether it is new luxury power boats & sail boats, kiteboarding 
equipment, kayaks or wetsuits, the sales have steadily 
increased throughout 2010. The interpretation must be that 
financing new water sports facilities and infrastructure is a good 
bet for both local and foreign investors. 

In the March edition will will highlight next April’s Sea-Expo / 
Philippine Boat Show. Mark your diaries now for 1st – 3rd April, 
and prepare for the best water sports lifestyle event on the 
planet.

In this issue we give you a review of the Philippines’ largest 
sailing event – the Puerto Galera All Souls Regatta. We take 
a hike to Boracay and discover that even in established tourist 
areas there are new, high-level action adventures, and even 
hero’s to be unmasked. Bruce takes us on a flying lap around 
the Camsur Watersports Complex. While Mario introduces the 
newest sailing challenge in Subic Bay. But to start, as a teaser 
for the March issue, an introduction to scuba diving Samal 
Island – in March we will expose all water sports in Davao and 
the Gulf.

One thing highlighted during our travels, is the very different 
way that the Environmental Usage Fee (“EUF”) is being 
applied. The EUF is laudable. The usually modest fee charged 
per person places funds directly with the municipality, where 
it is intended for use for sustainable tourism infrastructure 
development. 

Puerto Galera and Boracay have different EUF charges but 
each is nevertheless a fixed fee, charged at the point of entry. 
By contrast, visitors to Samal Island suffer a pay-as-you-use 
EUF – there is an entry fee then a swimming fee, a scuba 
diving fee, a photography fee etc. etc. and to police the system 
a municipal employee is to be stationed at every resort and 
tourist location. The concept of paying for everything you use, 
at rates that mean you would probably choose not to use, 
seems completely counterproductive to the purpose of tourism 
development, which is why most resorts are protesting. We will 
have more on this in a future issue, after we have undertaken 
some erudite investigation.

In the meantime, enjoy the festive season, the New Year and 
the journey ahead into 2011.

Sincerely,

Martyn Willes
Consulting Editor
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This story starts with an island. Not the sort of island that is distinguished by towering waterfalls, angry 
volcanoes or lush rainforests – but one who’s beauty lies hidden beneath the breaking waves that lap 

its white-sand beaches.

The Samal Island Book of Diving
word and photographs by Carlos Munda

The following photos 
are of  a Flamboyant 
Cuttlefish ,  a Sawblade 
shrimp, a Yellow Painted 
Frogfish, and a Pygmy 
Seahorse, all of which 
were taken during my 
dives at Critter Cove, on 
the east coast of Samal 
Island. Though relatively 
unknown outside of 
Davao City, the dive site 
is among the best places 
to do underwater macro 
photography in the 
Philippines.

Samal Island floats in the middle of the Davao Gulf, on 
the southeastern tip of the Philippine archipelago. It is 
bounded on three sides by the provinces that comprise 
the Davao Region and is strategically located in one of 
the most dive-friendly locations in the World.

Though relatively unknown outside a small circle of 
diving enthusiasts, the waters surrounding Samal Island 
present a treasure trove of dive sites for every kind of 

underwater adventure. From World War II-era Japanese 
wrecks to sheer drop-offs and spectacular sea-mounts to 
rival the best that Tubattaha has to offer, plus the rarest 
and most curious-looking critters this side of Lembeh – all 
these can be found when diving Samal. 

But more than just great dive sites, Samal Island is 
blessed even more with great weather. Unlike most of the 
other popular dive destinations in the Philippines, divers 
in Samal can enjoy the watery beauty of the islands all 

year round - no typhoons to ruin that well-planned dive 
vacation. 

So why, you ask, with all these advantages, is Samal still 
considered a backwater diving destination? The answer 
is simple: geography. 
Like the proverbial double-edged sword, Samal’s 
location, away from the typhoons, also place it far away 
from the country’s capital: Metro Manila. This translates 
into less exposure to national and international media 
outlets, which serve as bibles for most of the world’s dive 
enthusiasts. 

But thankfully, the beauty of diving in Samal does not 
depend on what the media has to say. And whether 

Flamboyant Cuttlefish

Sawblade Shrimp
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people know it or not, the shores and shoals of Samal 
continue to offer up their secrets to the scuba explorer 
intent on naming a dive site for others to marvel at on 
future expeditions. 

Like a well-written mystery novel, on every dive, Samal 
offers small tantalizing hints and a few seductive glimpses 
of the natural riches that lie beneath – not too much that 
it becomes boring, but just enough to draw people in. 
Hidden beneath the white-capped waves, the waters of 
Samal await those willing to try something new, willing 
to go beyond the ordinary and to explore underwater 
wonders where few have gone before.

Yellow painted Frogfish

 Samal Shrimp cocktail – Shrimps of all 
sizes and colors, including the famed 
Harlequin Shrimp are found in the waters 
around Samal Island. 

Pygmy Seahorse

Fly to Davao International Airport direct from Manila, 
Cebu and Singapore

Most dive shops have an office near the Santa Ana 
Wharf – 20 minutes by taxi from the airport.

Samal Island is 15 minutes boat ride from Santa Ana 
Wharf and features many resorts that offer scuba diving 
packages. At the low-medium price you may choose 
from Punta Del Sol, Blue Jazz and Paradise Island; in 
the mid-high price range you can choose from Pearl 
Farm, Hof Gorei and Maxima Aquafun. Most good 
resorts will pick you up and the airport.

For more choices, search the Internet for Samal dive 
resorts.
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One Design Shakedown Race at Subic Bay
Words and Photographs by: Mario Nazareno

By contrast, One-design racing is perceived to be 
the ultimate test of competitive sailing skill because, 
as the name suggests, all the boats are of one-
design and the only handicap is the level of skill, 
tenacity and determination of the sailors. It is the 
sailors, working as a team, that determine the final 
result.

Whether sailing a windward-leeward (sausage) 
course or round-the-cans (point-to-point) it is the 
judgment calls that each on-board tactician makes, 
combined with the crew's response, that dictates the 
outcome.

Apart from having a crew who know what they are 
doing, the key factors in winning one-design com-
petitions are: (a) your tactical position gained during 
the five-minute pre-start sequence; (b) your ability 
to “read” the wind along the course; and, (c) your 
knowledge of the racing rules of sailing.

Subic Bay, Nov.20, Saturday, 3pm- The race finish 
horn sounds as Body Shots Team-A crosses the 
finish line first, followed by Body Shots Team-B, just 
two seconds behind; some twenty seconds later, 
Team Frantic crosses the finish line to take overall 
third (and last).

However, this was not the 
order twenty four minutes 
earlier, at the start of the 
six-leg windward-leeward 
course laid by the Subic Bay 
Yacht Club's Race Director, 
Ronaldo Basco. 

Team Frantic, skippered 
by Philippine International 
Champion Jun Avecilla, 
made a perfect tactical start 
and crossed the start line 
but a scant fraction of a 
second after the race-start 
horn. Team Frantic was 
followed closely by Body 
Shots Team-B, skippered by 
Mark Madrid. Lagging a few 
seconds behind was Body 
Shots Team-A, skippered 

Most sailing competition is undertaken using some form of handicap system that aims to compensate for 
the various performance dis/advantages of different yacht designs. 
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by Ricky Sandoval . . . Ricky seemed a bit tentative 
just before the one-minute flag and had a lot of work 
to do if he was to get back into contention.

After  three legs, Body Shot Team-A caught and 
overtook Body Shots Team-B but Team Frantic was 
still holding her lead over the other two. After round-
ing the bottom marker buoy, to start the penultimate 
leg, Body Shots Team-A caught and was neck-and-
neck with Team Frantic. 

Remember that bit about reading the wind? After 
the mark, Team Frantic took the port tack while 
Body Shots Team-A took starboard. Team Frantic 
sailed into an area of almost no wind while Body 
Shots Team-A held with the steady, albeit very light, 
Saturday afternoon breeze that Subic Bay is some-
what famous for. Body Shots Team-A slipped past 
their rival, hounded by a determined Body Shots 
Team-B. The two Body Shots quickly eased ahead 
of the now frantic Team Frantic and headed for the 
finish.

The basic rules were applied and the tables were 
turned. Such is the delight and frustration of one-
design racing.

In Subic Bay, the boats available for one-design rac-
ing are the 25-foot, fixed keel sailing yacht, known 
as the “Platu”. Designed and built by Farr Yacht 
Designs Ltd of New Zealand, the Platu is a no-frills, 
purpose-built, one-design club racing yacht that is 

durable and economical to maintain. When racing 
in a One-design competition, the Pluta is subject to 
a few rules in addition to observance of the Racing 
Rules Of Sailing – a Platu can only: use one set of 
sails during the race; and, have a maximum crew 
weight of 400-kilograms, which means that heavier 
Caucasians usually sail a Platu with a crew of four 
whereas smaller-framed Asians, can frequently avail 
of a crew of five. Ideally a Platu crew consists of 
a helmsman, a main sail trimmer, two jib trimmers 
who also handle the cunningham and barberhaulers 
(tweekers) & the boom vang (kicking strap), and a 
bow man, to deploy and take down the spinnaker.

At present, there are four Platus at the Subic Bay 
Yacht Club and three in the Manila Yacht Club.  It is 
planned to hold a Platu, One-design Championship 
race series, to be hosted by the Subic Bay Yacht 
Club in March 2011. The Championship will be open 
to all-comers. If you do not have a Platu then one 
can be rented for the series. 

Those interested  to obtain more information and or 
to join the race series should contact Ricky Sando-
val, at the Subic Bay Yacht Club (info@sbyc.com), 
or Jun Avecilla at the Lighthouse Marina Resort 
Hotel or myself (mario.nazareno@yahoo.com)

Perhaps we can make the Philippines the One-de-
sign racing capital of Asia. Philippines' One Design 
Kay Ganda!
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Cloud 9 – 2010 Siargao Surfing Cup
with  reports  from   Anthony  “Bones”  Lucas  and  Michael  Archibald 

photos  courtesy  Gerry  Degan  and  Michael  Archibald 

The year started with international surfing goods manufacturer Billabong sponsoring one of the highlights of 
the international surfing series: the 16th Cloud 9 Invitational Surfing Cup at Siargao. But that was before the 

Philippine Presidential elections, the subsequent changes in governmental department heads and the confusion 
that sometimes arises in the aftermath.

Funds previously approved suddenly evaporated 
and Billabong could not find common ground with the 
Provincial government to renegotiate their three year 
commitment to the event. As a result an event took place 
that was suddenly opened to all international contestants, 
but with less prize money in the bag and fewer members 
of the international press to record the happenings. 
In spite of all that went before, the Philippines Surfing 
Federation and the Provincial government rallied and ran 
a well coordinated event, with all contestants happy with 
the procedures and outcomes.

The Siargao weather cares naught for the politics 
& funding, and just keeps up its unrelenting wave 
production to please whoever takes to the water.

The Cloud 9 break is one of the exquisitely beautiful and 
unique surfing breaks in all the World. 

When the conditions are right (usually from September 
through December, with a reprise in March and April), 
out of nowhere rises this most graceful of waves that 
builds towards the shore. It grows in stature and starts 
to curl, pausing just long enough for the off-shore breeze 
to get underneath and hold its face high, crest turning 
backward as if a misty quiff of hair. When it happens, the 
collapse is consistent and progressive along its length, 
trapping a cushion of air that gushes forward towards the 
jubilant spectators, sometimes consuming but most often 
cannoning its occupants out into the clear air such that 
their exit seems choreographed by Mother Nature herself.

When there is a storm brewing out in the Pacific near 
Yap, Cloud 9 can produce five or six meter high barrels 
that thunder towards the shore, offering a tube-ride of 300 
meters or more. But more usually the barrels are two to 
three meters high and the ride is perhaps 200 meters.
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Surfing conditions at the start of the 2010 Cloud 9 
International Surfing Cup left a bit to be desired – breeze 
being onshore and barely one-meter waves. Most of the 
larger-bodied, less agile foreigners were knocked out of 
the competition early by the more nimble, skillful Filipino 
contestants.

As the contest progressed, the swell started to rise as 
the Internet had predicted, but by the 4th-round only two 
foreigners remained in contention: Travis Pile and Glen 
Turner . . . and that was as far as they progressed. Travis 
in dramatic circumstances suffered two huge wipeouts 
in his heat, snapping the leash on his first then barely 
making it to the walkway after the second, when he 
climbed up to the bamboo bridge and collapsed minutes 
later – a heart stopping moment that was parried by a 
dash to the local hospital and a bit of CPR .

The semi-finals and the final were held in three meter 
wave sets - not perfect but very good. Many of the barrels 
were well ridden with high scores garnered from the 
judges. The four semi-finalists were Filipino surfers: Do 
Do Espijon v Rodolfo Alcala and Carlito Nogalo v Pete 
Pete Alipayo. 

Finals day arrived and after evaluating the swell 
conditions and strong currents it was decided a rescue 
boat in the channel was a good precaution. Luckily 
also, Ocean 101 Cloud 9 Surf Resort had recently 
purchased the perfect rescue craft - a 4-metre aluminium 
boat with outboard motor, from Broadwater Marine - 
and volunteered its services to help save any of the 
contestants in desperate need. Thankfully, no rescues 
were required.

After the judges computed the scores it was Rodolfo 
(the Barrel Master) who took the 2010 surfing cup crown 
ahead of Carlito. The Barrel Master previously won 
the competition here in 1999. Proving that age is not 
a barrier for surfing prowess, for his efforts in 2010 he 
walked away with a prize of Php150,000, Carlito received 
Php80,000, while 3rd & 4th placed Do Do and Pete Pete 
each took home Php45,000. There were cash prizes of 
Php20,000 for the quarter finalists and Php10,000 for all 
4th-round contestants. Special prizes were awarded for 
the Highest Placed Foreigner, Glen Turner Php20,000, 
and the Best Wipeout, Travis Pile Php10,000.

Billabong have stated that they hope to be supporting 
next year's event with a new agreement on sponsorship. 
But the most exciting news from Cloud 9 and Siargao in 
2010 is that, from December, a floodlight tower should 
be operational along the reef edge every night, providing 
for floodlit night-surfing at Cloud 9. The plan is to offer 
the ultimate thrill of night-surfing to everyone, 365 days 
of the year, at Cloud Nine Night Surfing. If you want to 
go night surfing then there is only one place in the whole 
World where you can do it 365 days a year . . . search for 
cloud nine night surfing on the Internet or logon to www.
cloudninenightsurfing.com

To get to Cloud 9, fly direct to Siargao Island from Mactan 
Cebu International Airport. Alternatively fly from Manila 

NAIA to Surigao City and then take the daily, 3-hour ferry 
ride to Siargao Island. Tip: take a flight scheduled to 
arrive in Surigao City before 10.30am, else you will miss 
the ferry . . . and there is nothing to do in Surigao City for 
a water sports enthusiast. Once on Siargao Island take 
whatever transport is available to the town of General 
Luna, where you can ask anyone to direct you to Cloud 
9. Beach resort accommodation is available from US$15–
200 per night.

When they are not giving commentary on surfing 
competitions: Bones can be found at Bones Sports Pub, 
perfectly situated along the beach for quenching one's 
thirst while imbibing the action at Cloud 9; and, Michael 
Archibald is the usually-resident owner of Ocean 101 
Cloud 9 Surf Resort, just a stone's throw from the break.
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A steady breeze out of the northeast, 26 yachts, 20 dinghies and 200 sailors. The All Souls Regatta 
and the All Souls Dinghy Regatta, during the Halloween weekend, presented a feast of sailing 

spectacle and fun for everyone who came to Puerto Galera.

The All Souls Regatta -The Sorcerer's Perspective

When the All Souls Regatta was first conceived in 2004 
it was specifically targeted at the Philippine sailing 
community to be the first significant event of the main 
competitive sailing season – October to May every year. 
The Puerto Galera Yacht Club believed that hosting a 
friendly regatta at the start of the season would allow 
the racers to shake out the cobwebs and the cruising 
yachts to start the northeast monsoon cruising season 
with a bit of adrenalin and fun, that would hopefully 
bring them back 
again to Puerto 
Galera sometime 
within the year.

Since 2004 
the number of 
participating 
yachts has steadily 
grown to the point 
where all yacht 
club moorings are 
now full during the 
event, and Boquete 
Bay is dotted with 
yachts at anchor. 
2010 was the 
largest gathering 
ever.

They came from 
all points of the 
compass: racing 
yachts and cruising 
yacht from Manila 
Yacht Club, Subic 
Bay Yacht Club and 

Busuanga Yacht Club; cruising yachts from as far away 
as Japan, Canada and Germany. Crews arrived from all 
around the World, to sail the big boats and the dinghies 
during the three days of excitement and camaraderie.

The first day saw the yachts sailing out for a double 
loop around Chicken Feather and Bonito islands before 
drag-racing to the finish, off Haligi Beach. The breeze 
being a little northerly, and gusting to 20 knots, meant 

that the typically larger cruising yachts 
were able to maximize their waterline-
length-advantage. Keitaru Kurihara's 
Magic Lady (from Japan) took the line, 
closely followed by fellow countryman, 
Taro Inoue, deftly helming his Viva 
Layla. Somewhat surprisingly, Chris 
Boddington's trimaran, Windjammer, 
used her new sails to great advantage 
and happily took third – benefiting more 
perhaps from the generous handicap 
derived from so many previous All Souls 
outings, where Windjammer came close 
to last in almost every race.

Drama in PY Racing: Selma Star could 
have easily captured third place behind 
Ray Ordovesa's Karakoa and Harry 
Taylor's Irresistible but instead took the 
award for the most spectacular unforced 
error, when skipper-of-the-day, Vigo, 
performed an unscheduled 360 degree 
pirouette, right at the finish line. Vigo 
claims it was the fault of the main-sheet 
trimmer who fluffed the final tack in front 
of the committee boat but the video 
suggests that maybe the pressure of 

New - tech spinnaker
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Sorcerer and Sandoway, so close on Selma Star's stern, 
could have rattled the otherwise unflappable German. 
Selma Star lost two places right there, to the applause of 
the chasing crews. It is reported that copies of the video 
are selling fast at the Puerto Galera Yacht Club and will 
continue to do so until Vigo comes up with the cash to 
buy the original.

During the second race day the breeze was a little flukey, 
and veered and backed as the day progressed. Different 
strategies for the Verde Island course produced very 
different results. The bulk of the fleet opted for the long 
tack out towards Batangas, followed by a longish tack 
along the lay line to the first mark, set off the West tip of 
Verde Island.

Seeing the majority being knocked away from the 
objective by a backing breeze and tide, some chose to 
tack in the middle of the Verde Passage, in an effort to 
straighten the course. The last to start opted for a tack 
along the 
beaches 
before striking 
out across 
the Verde 
Passage, 
calculating 
that this was 
the shortest 
distance to the 
mark. Those 
who tacked in 
the middle of 
the passage 
lost out as the 
tide proved 
to be a larger 
factor than the 

backing wind, delivering them to the mark well behind the 
leading yachts. Thus proving that covering the opposition, 
even if they are apparently disadvantaged, is most 
frequently the way to win races.

Notwithstanding the variable strategies, the run from 
Verde Island to Chicken Feather and then to Bonito 
Island was a roller-coaster for those who dared to raise 
their spinnaker. Karakoa showed her Pacific Ocean 
racing heritage, topping 13 knots, while we aboard 
Austen Chamberlain's Sorcerer bested a white-knuckle 
9.5 knots; “the fastest she has ever sailed”, according to 
Austen. John Ridsdel finally got to grips with Danny II's 
spinnaker but by the time both crew and spinnaker were 
in harmony Bonito Island was almost upon them – this is 
a boat that will go very fast once John can press gang a 
regular crew to muster.

Windjammer scored her first bullet, closely followed by 
the waterline-length-champion: Gundolf Arehns' mighty 

Aragorn (reportedly with her jacuzzi empty 
for the occasion). In third place was the 
ever-present, Tayana Lady, skippered by her 
owner, Mike Tucker. Of note was the award 
presented to Goram Rudelius, at the helm of 
his Slalom Glade, for sailing straight into the 
'hole', just to the South of the Verde Island 
mark, that the Race Committee Chairman, Bill 
Moore, had warned everyone to avoid during 
the skippers' briefing the same morning.

The final race day is always a highlight for spectators 
along the Puerto Galera beaches. The yachts sail around 
Escarceo Point, due South to a mark off Bulabod Beach 
and then return via a jibing mark in front of a sponsoring 
beach resort – this year The Portofino Resort, on Small 
Lalaguna Beach, sponsored the turning mark

Karakoa

Selma Star

Danny II
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Pursuit Racing

The bulk of the fleet had apparently learned nothing from 
the tide-effect of the previous day and took a long tack 
out into the Verde Island Passage. The few, instead, 
tacked along in front of 
the beaches and neatly 
avoided the tide, so 
by the time Escarceo 
Point was achieved we 
aboard Sorcerer had 
bested all but two of the 
yachts ahead. However, 
Karakoa and Sandoway 
were hot on our heals.

The compass said due 
South but the GPS 
heading was arguing with 
it on the ebbing tide, so 
most yachts headed a little West of the mark, and even a 
little further West as the wind veered. 

As is the characteristic of pursuit racing, those in front 
are harried by those behind as those behind try to reel 
in their quarry. Sorcerer slowly reeled in the race leader 
Windjammer, while Selma Star, Sandoway and Karakoa 
were doing the harrying. Sorcerer took the lead with a 
mile to go to Bulabod Beach and for a few brief moments 
we felt the glory of leading the fleet; Karakoa and then 
Selma Star tacked past us with less than 1000 yards to 

go but at least we had the pleasure of calling “starboard” 
on Karakoa and momentarily distracting Ray at the helm.

At the Bulabod Beach turning-mark “a 
bright orange inflated triangle buoy” 
Sorcerer won the special award for her 
completely “unassisted impalement” of 
the buoy. Skipper Austen later confirmed 
that he always has a problem with the 

Bulabod Beach 
mark but asserted 
that this year the 
problem was the 
jib-trimmers and 
not his steering. 
During Sorcerer's 
subsequent 
360-penalty-turn, 
Sandoway happily 
slipped past and 
ahead.

What was 
expected to be 
a spinnaker run 
back to Escarceo 
Point turned into 
a close reach as 
the breeze backed 
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again. The now harrying Sorcerer could not make ground 
on Sandoway and Selma Star, but we were not loosing 
any either.

Spinnakers up at Escarceo Point for the run into the 
Portofino mark and we three kept our spacing until Selma 
Star fumbled the jibe and Sandoway uncharacteristically 
dropped her spinnaker to make the turn. A near perfect 
jibe by Sorcerer meant ground gained the race was on 
for second and third place – Karakoa was too fast and 
already too far ahead to offer hope of re-capture.

Out past the Batangas Channel and an early jibe gave 
Sorcerer an advantage towards Long Beach. There was 
still a lot of air between the boats but superior tactics & 
sail handling were increasing the prospects of us making 
amends for the earlier penalty-turn.

Despite a disastrous spinnaker drop and jib hoist on 
Sandoway, Sorcerer could not quite close the gap before 
the finish and Sandoway scrambled across the line just 
meters ahead.

The final results were in and it was apparent that despite 
the final race being a good one for the keelboats, Chris 
Boddington's trimaran was to take his first ever crown at 
the All Souls Regatta, after a tied score with Karakoa – 
won by the count back rule that rewards those who have 
more consistently scored higher. Harry Taylor aboard 

Irresistible took third for his consistency also, with Jun 
Avecilla's Selma Star finishing fourth overall. 

Sorcerer? Well we did better than expected, with an 
uncontested fifth out of twenty six boats, but that just left 
the crew ruing the tide to Verde Island and the penalty-
turn at Bulabod Beach.  There will be more to play for 
in Puerto Galera at Easter but before then there will be 
the Subic Bay to Boracay Race (19th February), when 
Sorcerer will be sailing to win in the IRC division for the 
first time.

WindJammer Wins
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AAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAA
Boracay

Words by Martyn Willes
Photographs by Girlie Cervantes

It is the sand that will be my everlasting memory 
of what was then a whispered word on the lips of 
Hong Kong stockbrokers, who would balance their 
otherwise grossly extravagant lifestyles (in Central 
and the burgeoning Lan Kwai Fong) with vacations 
as backpackers. “Boracay” they would ask in 
secretive tones, “have you done Boracay?”. I was 
never quite sure if “done” meant the 'substances' or 
the torturous flight from Manila in an old BAC1-11 to 
Kalibo, then suffering the three to four hour bone-
rattling overland journey to Caticlan, before finally 
negotiating for a flimsy outrigger fishing boat to 
take you across the strait and inside the reef before 
finally being deposited on simply the most beautiful 
white coral sand beach in Asia.

Boracay water sport in 1982 was centered around 
falling backwards into the seductively warm water 
to wash off the virginal-white, talcum-powder sand, 
and floating for hours while watching the cumulus 
clouds, brahminy kites or billions of stars in the 
heavens that drifted hazily and lazily above.

Fast forward: on a late November afternoon in 2010 
the almost new, 72-seat turboprop, circles over the 
21st century Boracay Island, where we can see 
literally tens of thousands of people enjoying the sun 
and the sand, and we know we are only 45-minutes 

from the beach. We land on a runway just long 
enough for a microlight with a lazy pilot – another 
20 meters and we would have lost our nose wheel 
in the gutter. A cramped tricycle ride, a three-stage 
government/private-sector fleecing system and a 
rush for the ferry, and we are already four hundred 
pesos and two pounds lighter, and Boracay Island is 
almost achieved.

Across the strait and another one hundred pesos 
of tricycle ride and we are at one of the many 
“recommended” resorts for people who look as 
though they might be on a budget, with no place yet 
booked. Actually the 'Alice in Wonderland' resort 
is not a bad starting point (clean rooms, air-con, 
refrigerator, swimming pool) but, in early November, 
the “high season” has not yet started so you can 
negotiate sensible rates (Php1,000 or less, per 
room, per night) from most, half-decent resorts; 
backbackers can still get a Php500 room at this time 
of year.

Boracay 2010 has water sports opportunities every 
five and a half paces or at least that is how far you 
have to walk before a “tour specialist” will approach 
you with an offer of sailing, scuba diving, mask 
diving, snorkeling, flying-fish riding, banana-boat 
riding, kayaking, island hopping, kiteboarding and 

Arriving at Boracay on a yacht in 1982 with an ice-maker you could barter your entire holiday 
expense for the ice you could produce. Everything was inexpensive and nothing was impossible, 

it seemed, through the haze of locally acquired substances (that were and are still illegal for 
inhalation and ingestion in most countries, including the Philippines); you could sleep on the beach, 
especially when  too intoxicated by the patterns you made in the simply delicious sand.
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windsurfing plus quad-biking, motorcycle rental, 
bat-caving, golf, tennis, massage, pedicure, henna 
tattooing, hair braiding  . . . the list goes on and on. 
And don't forget the Oakley sunglasses that you 
can buy for less than the price of a cup of coffee in 
Istanbul - I calculated that, in November, there are 
more pairs of sunglasses for sale on Boracay Beach 
than there are tourists.

Scuba diving and kiteboarding are the prevalent 
water sports in Boracay today. In fact, we were told, 
more than once, that, “if you do not dive or kiteboard 
you will be bored very quickly in Boracay”. This 
assumes that you do not like stores that sell every 
stitch of beach-clothing you could possibly wish for 
(and a few you had not yet imagined), that you have 
already tasted the delicacies of every nation on the 
planet and that your camera has run out of battery 
and/or SD storage space. However . . . 

We will come back to scuba diving and kiteboarding 
in a moment but to be truthful there is much more 
to Boracay if you look beyond the norm. Take for 
example Ariel's Point.

Cliff Diving – Ariel's Point

Ariel's Point is a 30-minute boat ride from Station 
One on Boracay Beach. The boat leaves at around 
11.30am each day, the bar opens with unlimited 
local beers and other drinks, especially useful 
to muster the “dutch courage” required for the 
afternoon adventure.

Arriving at Ariel's Point, one is confronted with gaunt 
and rugged cliffs, more applicable to a cinema 
set for 'Lord of the 
Rings' than the fun 
destination it really 
is. Life here takes 
any opportunity 
to survive: plants 
grow profusely from 
impossible cracks in 
the rock face, while 
bats alternately find 
refuge in submerged 
and exposed caves, 
to escape human and 
natural predators. 

It is on this rugged 
coastline that Ariel 
envisioned and 
carved out the only 
cliff-diving destination 
in the Philippines.

The water is crystal 
clear and Polaroid 
shades unveil a very 
steep drop-off into the 
blue depths below. 
A short, scrambling 

All Aboard for Cliff Diving
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path of concrete steps make the jagged limestone 
passable, and deliver you to a multilevel rest-dining-
refreshment area, where the resident staff are 
already preparing a hearty buffet lunch.

From four diving boards and five diving platforms 
(from six, up to fifteen meters, above sea level), 
depending on the level of “dutch courage” so far 
consumed, groups of twenty or more thrill seekers 
will gather, pause for thought, receive enthusiastic 
support and finally jump or dive (usually with pixel 
record) into the deliciously warm water below. Once 
immersed, some will climb for a reprise or perhaps 
a greater accolade while others will simply chill-
out on the bamboo rafts provided. At the outset, 
the question centers around “if you do two 8-meter 
dives is that better than one 15-meter dive?”; by the 
end of that afternoon, the “dutch courage” imbibed 
ensures that most actually take the 15 meters in 
one.

On this day, our party consisted of Filipinos, 
Americans, Canadians, Russians, Thais and Brits. 
By the end of the day we were on first name terms 
with all . . . proving once again that, one-on-one, 
we can all find reasons to get along with each other 
enthusiastically, in the pursuit of common goals.

Our “common goals” in this case were to be totally 
silly and jump or dive into the Sulu Sea from a great 
height. Not Earth-shattering goals I grant you but 
take a step laterally and we were all breaking down 
the barriers of fear and bigotry against unknown 
elements, and finding that the results were not 
as bad as we had originally thought, and, most 
important, we all sought to improve our perspectives 
based on the new awareness. Collective 
improvement in attitude and respect is not such a 
bad thing, is it?

After the umpteenth 18 meter jump / dive we sailed 
back towards Boracay island, enjoying the classic 
Boracay sunset (possibly the most photographed 
sunset on the planet), we found also that diverse 
language was not such a barrier . . . provided we 

exercised a little patience and opened our minds to 
variations on a theme.

Ariel's Point is owned and managed by Ariel Abriam 
and is the companion Boracay Destination to Ariel's 
House near Station One – a 28 room resort hotel 
catering to those who fear not the complexities of 
nationhood and who seek instead an essence of 
quality at a fair price . . . the thread-count is good.

One can sense that Ariel's Point is just the start of a 
series of thoroughly different Boracay experiences 
that Ariel will create during the coming decade, 
destined to build improved relationships between 
people and to empower individuals to achieve more 
through the pursuit of simple pleasures.
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KITEBOARDING 
The Newly Safe Sport

Six years ago I visited Bulabog Beach and met a 
guy from USAID (no names because the consular 
travel advisories said he should not be there) 
unpacking his newly acquired kite. As he opened 
the package he beckoned me to read the prominent 
message inside the top opening: “Warning - 
Kiteboarding Can Kill”.

During the past six years the kiteboarding industry 
has taken giant steps to improve safety and there 
are now multiple ways to de-power your kite if you 
feel it is taking control of you instead of the 
other way around. Yes, if you act in a way that 
lacks intelligence, you can still kill yourself 
kiteboarding but if you follow the basic safety 
rules then anyone can safely use the power 
of the breeze to zip along the wave-top at 
speeds of up to 100kph (current World record 
55.65 knots/104 kph as at October 2010).

Bulabog Beach is possibly the best place in 
Asia to learn kiteboarding: the protective, 
outer reef prevents all but the largest of 
waves from interfering with your tuition; the 
huge expanse of shallow water (up to two 
meters deep) allows many more students 

to practice without fear of tangles; and, the steady 
northeast monsoon breeze blows all day, every day 
throughout the Amihan season (October to May) 
offering consistent weather for maximum hours with 
your kite. 

Along Bulabog Beach there are eight kiteboarding 
schools and the age of students is between 7 years 
old and the mid-60s. In fact, anyone who is able-
bodied and seeks a sport that offers a good workout 
can enjoy kiteboarding. Using modern equipment 
kiteboarding is safe for all.

A typical, approved kiteboarding course will cost 
Php19,000 (around US$400) for 12 hours of 
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instruction over three to five days - depending on 
the wind. An approved course includes three basic 
stages, during which you learn the skills you will 
need to master the divide twixt wind and water.

Stage one involves standing in shallow water or 
on the beach, flying a baby kite. This allows you to 
understand the basic controls that enable you to 
turn and stall a kite.

Stage two is called “body dragging” and requires 
you to stand, up to your waist, in the water and let 
the full-size kite drag you through the water so that 
you understand the power of the kite at different 
wind speeds. This is perhaps the most important 
stage because this is where you learn how to 
become the master of the kite and how to cut its 
power if the weather causes the tables to be turned.

Stage three is when you finally step onto a board 
and use your newly acquired kite skills to apply the 
power to building speed and direction . . . without 
falling off.

Once you have completed your course and gone 
“big-air” off your first wave top, you will almost 
certainly be hooked by the adrenalin rush and will 
immediately invest US$2,000-3,000 in a new kite, 

board, harness and helmet. Do it . . . one of the 
advantages of kiteboarding over most other water 
sports is that you can also use your kite to go 
kiteboarding on snow or on flat stretches of land – 
same kite, different board.

If you want to get competitive then you will want 
to learn to “big-air” (going for height and distance 
above the water); freestyle tricks (tumbles, twists 
and turns), course racing (slalom courses similar to 
snow skiing and windsurfing) and speed racing. By 
then you will have invested in two or three different 
sizes of kites and at least as many boards.

Ken Nacor, currently number two in Asia, 
acknowledges that at the ripe old age of 32 he is 
close to the peak of his career, “I probably have 
one or two more chances to be number one but the 
youngsters are catching up.

“as the sport has become safer people are learning 
from a younger age . . . but I will still make it hard for 
them if they want to beat me”.

Like scuba diving, kiteboarding is safest when 
you do it with a “buddy”; like sailing, every day the 
weather delivers a new experience that you will 
learn from.
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Scuba Diving 
Wrecks Reefs and Safaris

Being a long time tourist to Puerto Galera I have 
been somewhat indoctrinated into believing that 
scuba diving Boracay is for beginners. And whilst 
this might be true for the plane-loads of Koreans and 
Chinese who get their first underwater experience 
in Boracay, talking to the dive-masters here it is 
apparent that Boracay also offers good value per 
tank plus wide variety, even for the seasoned scuba 
diver.

We took time out to chat with Carlos Blanch, the 
Master Scuba Diver Trainer at Fisheye Divers, near 
Station Two. Carlos enthused about the opportunity 
that Boracay offers for scuba divers and offered his 
variety-list of the most interesting dive sites.

Crocodile Island, sits just off the southern tip of 
Boracay Island and is the beneficiary of the daily 
rush of water between the Sibuyan and Sulu seas. 
With diving from 5 meters to 25 meters, Crocodile 
Island offers scuba divers of all levels 
of experience the opportunity to view 
one of the healthiest reef ecosystems 
in the Philippines, with both soft and 
hard corals in abundance.

Yapak 2 is an excellent wall dive, from 
32 meters to 40 meters, for advanced 
divers, best visited during the flood 
tide. During the flood, the wall is a 
feeding destination for large pelagic 
fish such as manta rays, sharks and 
barracuda. Good visibility and great 

photography while you drift with the 
tide.

Camia II is Boracay's wreck dive 
site and comprises a 30-meter long 
freighter/fishing support vessel that 
was donated to a group of Boracay 
dive resorts and deliberately sunk on 
8th January 2001. Good for beginner 
to intermediate wreck divers, the 
Camia II has been sitting on the sand 
for long enough to have established 
excellent corals and marine life. It 
lies just beyond the reef so it is easily 

accessible from all dive resorts.

Nasog Point (on the way to Ariel's Point) is Carlos's 
favourite dive site, with a coral wall from 5 meters 
to 25 meters and then a sandy bottom strewn with 
boulders that, over eons, have fallen from the cliffs 
above. It takes a little longer to get to Nasog Point, 
so it is less traveled by the popularist divers, and 
during the dry season the visibility is superb, offering 
the opportunity of seeing not only the rich marine 
life along the wall but also many large pelagics and 
frequently shoals of tuna.

If you do get bored with Boracay's closest 
diving selections then Carlos will take you to the 
Panagatan Cays – a submerged atoll about three 
and a half hours West of Boracay. Here you will find 
big fish action, with whale sharks, hammerheads, 
manta rays and a variety of sharks not usually seen 
close to shore.
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A Million Dollar Lifestyle For 
A Few Hours

The final touch to water sports in Boracay is offered, 
perhaps ironically, by cruising yachts. What used 
to be the only easy way to get to Boracay is now 
the last conveyance to become a business here. 
Cruising yachts will take you out beyond the reef for 
all-day sailing or for sunset cruises, in parties of two 
to ten, or more. 

We sat for a while with Captain 
Steve, of the 42-foot luxury sailing 
catamaran “Mahal” - Mahal is a 
native word, meaning “love” - to 
understand the Boracay-factor that 
has so far limited yacht charter 
opportunities in Boracay.

We dispensed with the regulatory 
aspects easily, by confirming 
that MARINA (the Government’s 
regulatory authority for all things 
maritime) actually does not have a 
provision for yachts that are owned 
/ operated purely for the purpose 
of pleasure . . . but that they are 
“actively looking into it”.

Logically, sailing around Boracay and the other 
nearby islands should be a significant business 
enterprise that could embrace scores of sailing 
yachts, yet there are only two yachts available here 
and only one of these operates seven days a week: 
Mahal.

“The reality is that Boracay has been for so long a 
backpacker destination that the majority who come 
here are either on a package tour or are still looking 
for that backpacker experience”, Captain Steve 
explained.

“With the opening of several five-star 
resorts such as Shangri-La, Friday’s, 
Discovery Shores and Asya Premier 
the situation is sure to change.

“It is still difficult to maintain a first 
class yacht in Boracay as a viable 
business because there are currently 
few guests prepared to pay what we 
need to charge for the quality of food 
and experience we offer.

“My wife and I do this because we 
enjoy the lifestyle not because we 
expect to get rich . . . who wouldn't love 
a job that lets you do what you want to 
do, which also pays the rent”

Mahal is a luxurious yacht and Captain 
Steve's attention to detail combined with his passion 
for quality food and smooth sailing ensure that 
every guest leaves with a yearning to return. To 
take a day-sail out to the islands on the horizon, 
aboard a half-million dollar yacht, with excellent 
food and refreshments for little more than US$100 
is an experience that should be high on everyone's 
Boracay bucket-list.
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To lay on the trampoline at the bow of a yacht 
as she glides effortlessly across the ocean, 
with a glass of their signature Sangria in  one 
hand and a lover in the other, is an experience 
that cannot actually be measured in dollars. It 
is exhilarating; it is tranquil and it expands the 
mind beyond the visible horizon; it should be 
an obligatory indulgence for everyone while on 
vacation in Boracay.
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Boracay Sailing 
Simply Exquisite

The picturesque paraw outrigger sailing boats, that 
glide apparently effortlessly in front of Boracay's 
famous white beach, offer one of the best sailing 
experiences possible anywhere. 

As the morning breeze tickles the water beyond 
the palms, the Boracay paraws launch from their 
overnight resting places, unfurling their colorful 
lanteen sails and beckoning tourists for an hour 
or two of deliciously fast sailing. The going rate 

for an hour is only Php500-600 if you speak to the 
boat owner directly, but can cost you as much as 
Php2,500 per hour if you accept the offer of a “tour 
specialist” . . . of which there are all too many along 
the beach.

The paraws are indigenous to the Philippines and 
especially to the waters around the large island 
of Panay (atop which sits Boracay Island). Every 
year in February, a paraw regatta is held in Iloilo, 
on the southern shore of Panay, where as many as 
one hundred paraws will compete for cash prizes. 
The unique feature of the Iloilo Paraw Regatta 
is the traditional painting of the racing sails the 
night before the races – painting by art students 
from local colleges and high schools, producing 
a veritable feast of visual inspiration that makes 
photography an imperative.

Sadly the tradition of painting the sails has been 
somewhat usurped by commercial “sponsorship” 
in Boracay, and instead of glorious expressions of 
artistic passion the Boracay paraws mundanely 
promote various brands of clothing, mobile phones, 
conventions and even pizza chains. The upside 
is that the sails are frequently new and allow the 
paraws to move faster through the water than they 
otherwise would . . . and the main reason to sail a 
Boracay paraw is to feel the simply exquisite thrill of 
speed over the water.
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Boracay 
Water Sports Events 2011

Every year in January, Boracay hosts the Funboard 
Cup for kiteboarding and windsurfing enthusiasts. 
It is the largest gathering to kiteboarders and 
windsurfers in the Philippines and attracts 
competitors from all around the World. If you are 
interested to participate then there are cash prizes 
for winners in professional and amateur divisions; 
if you want to practice your action-photography 
skills then you need to be here for the next Boracay 
Funboard Cup on 24th to 29th January, 2011.

Since February 2004 there has been a race for 
sailing yachts from Manila to Boracay. The 200-mile, 
24-48-hour race is a test of speed & endurance and 
as many as twenty four yachts may compete in the 
event. In recent years, a five-day sailing regatta 
has followed the long race from Manila. Boracay's 
steady breezes offer so much fun that yachts will 
come from all around Asia to compete here. In 
2010 there was no race to Boracay but in 2011, 
as if to make up for the loss, you have a choice of 

two races: on 4th February the traditional Manila to 
Boracay Race will start at the Manila Yacht Club; 
and, on 19th February a new race from Subic Bay 
to Boracay will be launched. Subic Bay is rapidly 
becoming the most popular year-round Philippine 
sailing venue and it is likely that more yachts will sail 
from Subic Bay than from Manila.

Usually on the last weekend in April of each year the 
Philippine Dragon Boat Federation hold the Boracay 
International Dragonboat Festival. This dragon boat 
racing festival is a spectacle for participants and 
visitors to Boracay as everyone can join in the fun 
and get wet cheering on their favorite team. Dates 
for 2011 are not yet confirmed but most likely will be 
29th April to 1st May. 

Many more local water sports events are held in 
Boracay because the events-tourism infrastructure 
here is now well established, with hotels and 
conference centers capable of accommodating 
thousands of visitors, and, if more people arrive 
than were expected, the famously resilient Boracay 
beach can easily handle the overflow.
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In the early morning light at the heart 
of Camarines Sur, stands the majestic 
Mount Isarog. This classic volcano 

towers some 1900 metres above the 
surrounding lowlands, and dominates 
the skyline as an altar of nature.  It is the 
highest forested peak in southern Luzon 
and the lifeblood of the surrounding rice 
flat lands that feed the Bicolanos. After 
all, the Philippines is part of the active 
‘Ring of Fire’, the volcanic chain that runs 
north through the western Pacific region 
and then bends down through the eastern 
Pacific rim. A total of 165 volcanic peaks 
are part and parcel of these Philippines 
islands, and Mount Isarog is one of 
27 ‘active’ volcanoes, although its last 
recorded eruption was over 350 years ago 
in 1641. 

 THE RING OF FIRE
IN THE SHADOW OF A MOUNTAIN

 … World Class Water Sports thriving in Camarines Sur
Words and Photograps by Bruce Curran
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These days, there is an eruption of another kind that 
forms a blanket over the local landscape. It is active every 
day of the current human calendar, and boils regularly as 
a hive of activity. Soon after dawn, all day, and way after 
nightfall, a ring of water is the focal point for human forms 
from around the globe that step on to fancy flat boards 
that slide gracefully over the liquid surface. Gliding, 
flipping, jumping and tumbling around a continuous 
circle of a sophisticated Germanic cable system are an 
assortment of sleak, healthy and fit male and female 
sporty types who have tuned into the massively popular 
wakeboarding culture, that is threatening to turn into an 
epidemic of fun and professionalism in the Province of 
Camarines Sur. The local government has also tuned 
into a world sport that is spreading like wildfire within 
their own Philippine ‘Ring of Fire’. ‘Wakeboarding’ is the 
name of the game. The race is on, the scene is set, The 
CamSur Watersports Complex (CWC) is the spirit and 
soul of water sports tourism. It is firmly placed within 
the mindset of a very ingenious and progressive local 
government. At the head of these floodwaters is the 
energetic Governor of the Province of Camarines Sur,  
The Honourable Luis R Villafuerte. The driving force 
on the ground at the CWC is the visionary manager Mr 
Richard Rivera.

Wakeboarding is definitively at the heart of all the action, 
and is a great crowd puller as a spectator sport, with lines 
of people gathering regularly to watch the antics on the 
water within the ‘Ring of Fire’. 

The CWC may have Wakeboarding at its centre, but it 
is only part and parcel of a much wider set of popular 
activities and attractive offerings. 

Skateboarding is popular with the younger set, and the 
CWC Skateboard Park is managed by the charismatic, 
energetic and friendly Canadian called Todd. But what’s 
it all about? Take last week, when 3 students Alfie, Juler 
and Ford turned up after hitching a free ride for an hour 
and a half, on a truck from Legaspi. These boys are keen! 
They slept by the road, because their money is tight, 
and rolled up for a day of skaterboarding early on the 

Thursday morning. They were sharing one skateboard 
between them, but before long the kingpin support 
failed and they were board-less. They decided to forfeit 
their food money to rent a board for 2 hours, but before 
long a foreigner with a larger pocket saw them right, 
and had rented them a board for the day – such is the 
camaraderie amongst those with a passion for a sport! 
Yes, it’s all happening at the CWC…

Around the Ring of Fire, the wake boarders are getting 
into their stride. Before long, Marvin the classy Filipino 
boarder, is going round and round the circuit with ease 
and panache . 2 Frenchmen, A Filipina, a Dutchman, A 
European girl, an Australian and a couple of Canadians 
join the track. The spectactors are treated to a pack 
of tricks as water spray, arial loops, flying antics and 
spinning turns dominate a feast of wake boarding 
excellence … with a body splash and a crash or two to 
amuse the watching crowd. There is a girl of five who 
wakeboards around here, but nobody knows the upper 
limits of the boarding fraternity, for, as a mark of respect, 
after 40 they are not asking! 

One tale is particularly telling, as 3 of the local Filipino 
wake boarders used to work the rice fields before the 
CWC acquired the land on which their livelihoods then 
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depended. They were invited instead to work for the 
CWC, and now 2 of them are excelling as top national 
competitors. Life is always pleasantly full of twists and 
unexpected surprises.

WORLD CLASS

The International standards of this wakeboarding circuit 
are well known, and international competitors come to 
the park for practice  for up to a month at a time, before 
competing worldwide. 

On the Wake boarding front the CWC is on the world 
circuit, with the World Championships being hosted 
here, and championship and competitive events are a 
regular feature of this tip-top and sophisticated venue 
that runs like clockwork with its high-end cable circuitry 
and controlling metallic framework towers. Its all an 
intricate network that needs to function smoothly 365 
days a year, with Holy Week the peak of visitor numbers, 
when everyone works around the clock to keep the place 
running and the tourists happy. 

Kayaking and boating and a full set of water castles and 
air-filled water clambering play pens are all for grabs in 
one of the several man-made water parks. Novice wake-
boarders have their own training water park before they 
take on the helter-skelter of the main fast track. Up for 
grabs is a swimming pool, a set of outdoor massage 
benches, a pro-shop with skateboards, wake boards, 
designer clothing and trinkets galore, and of course a 
kitchen and an all day food menu for reviving the energy 
levels before another session around the CWC. Picnic 
areas abound, and the locals turn up in droves in buses 
and jeepneys and trikes, for a day out in their very own 
park.

Even the statutory pool table stands alone and ready 
for those in search of a gentler sport. Nevertheless it 
is a sport that is well known in the Philippines, in that 
there are more Filipino World Champions than in any 
other sport. Django Bustamante and Bata ‘The Magician’ 
Reyes are but two who come immediately to mind.     

ACCOMODATION

Then there comes the 
need for a hideaway 
and a place to rest 
a weary head. It is 
here that the CWC 
has excelled itself, 
by providing a menu 
of accommodation 
that suits all-comers. 
Whether it’s a Jacuzzi 
in your very own garden 
in an exotic Villa, or 
a small cozy bamboo 
hut with a shower 
nearby, the CWC 
has the answer. The 
comfort seekers and the 

backpackers are all catered for, with tidy prefabricated 
wooden houses from China also on tap; or perhaps a 
classy cabana for those taking the middle road; or even 
a converted ship’s container with ideal accommodation 
for a night or three. The CWC clearly recognises a new 
trend, and it is Niche Tourism that gives them their focus. 

After all, travellers and tourists alike worldwide are 
looking for new places and new experiences. Sensible 
prices to suit all pockets is a smart way to go, and at 
the CWC they have taken the bull by the horns, built a 
showcase arena with their Wakeboarding ‘Ring of Fire’, 
added in a veritable menu of other watersport choices 
and concocted a magic formula. Friendly staff seem to be 
on hand at every corner.

The chase for visitors and tourists worldwide is a fickle 
and a constantly changing game, and the CamSur 
Watersports Complex is only one player on the global 
field. Every country and everyone is looking for a leading 
edge. At the end of the day, when all is sa id and done, 
and the marketing and sales pitches have been played, 
what is left in the pot? In the Philippines there is always 
one unique advantage – a people, friendly beyond 
compare. 
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Boracay Coast Guard’s 
New Boat

With so many Boracay water sports activities 
going on, day and night, we dropped by the 

Philippine Coast Guard office to ask what special 
issues may arise when ensuring the safety of the 
public over such large area of ocean and length of 
coastline.

The biggest challenge it appears is the management 
of the municipal ordinances which curtail the 
unbridled access to the beaches and water, as was 
allowed during the last century. “All passengers 
exiting or leaving Boracay for Caticlan must do so 
via the port at Cagban” according to CPO Arthur 
Engina. Unless you are arriving or leaving the 
Shangri-la resort hotel, then you can be picked up 

at Caticlan and whisked to the hotel, at the North of 
the island, without ever touching Boracay beach or 
accidentally rubbing sunblock with mere mortals.
All boats picking up passengers for cliff 
diving, day trips, scuba diving, island 
hopping and banana boat & flying-fish riding 
must do so at boat stations One and Three 
or at Diniwid, and boats picking up are only 
allowed five minutes at the beach else they 
must stand-off at least 200 meters. Unless 
you are staying at the Shangri-la resort 
hotel, where you can keep your boat waiting 
at the jetty or on the beach way beyond a 
fashionably-late 20 minutes or, in fact, keep 
it waiting forever, at your whim.

All boats passing inside the reef must 
observe a no-wake rule and a maximum 
speed of 20 knots. Unless the boat is going 
to or from the Shangri-la resort hotel in 
which case any excess speed and any size 
of wake is apparently overlooked.

If you are offering a water borne public conveyance 
for any sort for tourism in Boracay, your vessel 
needs to be health checked, fire marshal compliant, 
MARINA registered, crew documents complete, life-
jacket inventoried, sanity certified and each trip must 
be manifested before departure. Unless you are 
operating the vessel on behalf of the Shang . . .

The biggest news in safety is that on 29th October, 
2010, the coast guard in Boracay took delivery of 
their new rescue boat which allows them to get a 
qualified crew of certified rescuers to almost any 
point around Boracay Island within a matter of 30 
minutes. 

The new boat can carry ten people whereas its 
predecessor could only carry six, which means that 
the coast guard can now not only get to an incident 

scene in good time but they can actually 
retrieve people who may be in distress. 
However, lacking navigational lights, the boat 
can't operate after dark and it is not large 
enough to medevac a patient from the island 
to hospitals in Caticlan and beyond.

The boat is kept safe outside the coast guard 
office at night and during the day is deployed 
for any rescue purpose that comes along, 
which mostly, thankfully, doesn't happen. 
Instead, CPO Arthur and his crew spend 
much of their boat time undertaking safety 
training for resorts, dive shop operators and 
other purveyors of water sports along the 
beaches, which apparently focuses them to 
such and extent that wake and speed rule 

enforcement gets overlooked for boats operating out 
of the Sh . . . .

A Shangrila Boat
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When Typhoon Mina hit the central Visayas in 
December of 2007 the waves around Boracay 

Island pulverized boats as the craft crashed one 
atop another along Boracay's famous white beach; 
millions of dollars of damage was done to both 
floating assets and property ashore. Few had even 
heard of the US Navy's Joint Typhoon Warning 
Center and even fewer had been keeping track of 
the storm as it threatened the entire Visayan region 
with up to 200kph winds.

Out from Bulabog Beach, in the teeth of the 
approaching storm, was Ken Nacor, alone with his 
kite and board, fearless; testing his mettle against 
the elements for the ultimate adrenaline rush and 
to practice “big air” and “freestyle” maneuvers 
that may one day allow him to capture the 
coveted Kiteboarding Tour Asia (“KTA”) crown - a 
kiteboarding competition that takes competitors to 
China, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Thailand, South Korea, 
Turkey and the Philippines; Ken currently ranks 2nd 
in the KTA.

At the same time, rounding the southern point of 
Bulabog Bay, just North of Crocodile Island, was a 
small boat trying desperately (and lacking foresight) 
to navigate the strait across to Tablas Island. Aboard 
was a father and his two sons: “going home”, to 
Tablas. 

From the vantage point of the windswept shore the 
tiny boat frequently disappeared from view behind 
the building waves that were confused and large 
near the entrance to Bulabog Bay. The boat was 
keeping close to the edge of the reef, about half 
a mile off shore, to minimize its exposure to the 
wave action, but, in an instant, a series of irregular 
waves first swamped and then tipped the boat. Its 
occupants barely held on to the upturned-craft as 
they were tossed as flotsam before the approaching 
typhoon.

Ken, seeing the tragedy unfolding before his eyes 
and knowing that there was nobody else around 
to help, used the power of the typhoon to kite 
out beyond the reef to the distressed family. He 
eventually convinced the first boy to piggy-back 
on him so that he could kite him to shore. On 
shore, helpers scrambled to wrench the clinging, 
bedraggled boy from Ken's back. Ken grabbed 
PFDs (personal floatation devices) for the remaining 
two and repeatedly kited out beyond the reef until 
all three were finally safe, exhausted on Bulabog 
Beach. Alas: their boat lost, their lives saved.

Ken became a local hero but his modesty off the 
kiteboarding event circuit prevented the majority 

outside of Boracay from learning of this selfless 
rescue of a family destined for certain death by 
drowning - if not for ken's passion for excellence 
and his compassion for humanity. If Ken had not 
been practicing that day, in front of the approaching 
typhoon, then nobody would have seen the family 
in distress and nobody could have saved them - 
the coastguard's bobbing rescue boat (circa 2007) 
could not have bested the typhoon driven wind and 
waves.

When Ken is not rescuing those lacking foresight he 
runs the Freestyle Kiteboarding school on Bulabog 
Beach. If you want to learn kiteboarding then maybe 
you should take some lessons from Ken and his 
dedicated team of instructors.

Ken Nacor – Local Hero
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